
"Learning without thogght is Lioor lost"

And what is learning? It it reading out of books? It

it memorizing numbers and letters so that you can pass

all your tests? Is it knowing somuch that yau're selected,

the outstanding student of these arthe outstanding student

of that? Ahe answer to all of these is of course, yes.

But it goes farther than that - it goes deeper, higher,

wider. Learning is being able to apply that we have

learned 2 what we have studied,to everyday situations.

Shopenhaur said in On thinking For Oneself:
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How many of you have read out of the book of the World?

Perhaps you are thinking, "How can I, I'm just g high

sdeol student?" The book of the World isn'r that hard

to read. In fact it's ver simphe to read. lMost of the

words are small and self-explanatory. Words like:
individualism

love, tolerance, taaghtecg understanding. Do those

words sound lofty and abstra ct to yaa? Well, they

aren't. They can easily be applied to any person

regardless of age. For its never too early nor is it

ever to late to learn to love your fellowman, to learn

to tolerate your enemy, to learn to understand those

wh are different fx) m you, to learn to think for yourself.

Perhaps I amouild apply these things to everyday life.

Do you love your fellowman even thagh your skin is white

and his is black or las eftetIkti skin is blaCK and his
is white. Love works both ways you know. Do you V=

thexgmyridoo try to understnad the many cultures which

have combined to make what is known as the American
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culture or do you call ythur fellow students: neggers,

Okies, cholos? Do you make up sxxx your mind or do just

do that everpne else does? Do you love or do you hate?

Are you impatient or are you tolerant? Do you

snile ar do you grown? Have you learned to do these

things? Have I? Many of us wil have to face the reality

that, no, we haven't learned. I' not saying this to

make you unhappy on this wnderful graduation night, but

tether to ask you to examine your conscience, to examine

your mind, to Lid out whether or not you've learned these

things, xszbactxlmanducterticpatimmiatiotatkix
After tonite, many of us wil be facing the world as

young adults who must work for a living. How will ke face

IXXX that world? Will be face it wth an open mind, a mind

still wiling to learn. I certainly hope so because there

still is time kmxtExxx, there always will be time, it's

never to late to learn.I dould like to close my remarks

Width a quotation from John F. Keddedy, tie late president.

Perhaps it wil serve as a lamp to guide us down the dark

and treacherous path of live.

Courage takes many forms, It can mean--biektverrunder-
_finer-un--iftner-struggle for-salfsereatessi-Ammthe

willingness to rish career, reputation and tneiids_in
streadiast adherence to principle ad conviction. Preis
Last is the courage I have written about - the kin-dor
courage Which all or us, ssoner ur later, may be
given tneopportunsty to demonstrate:7 irur at all the
Levels ot our natt2mas liie,eeach In is somethimes
called upon to stand tor that he believes to be right
against the pressures and opinions of friends, tallow w> rkers,
constituents, ur the torce_ol -popular attitude„; At such --
a time each indiVicual must look within himself tor the
resources to purtue his own courae„ But all the rest of
us can contribute to the vitality of our democracy by rei)
fusing to join in unreasoning atticks upon those with whom
we disagree, and by respecting them for having the strength
to wage such a lonely struggle."
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"Iearning ,without thought is labor lost". And what

is learning? Ts it reading out of books? Is it

memorizing numbers and letters so that you can pass

all of your tests? Is it knowing so much that you/re

selected the outstanding student of this or the

outstanding of that? The answer to all of these is

of course, Yes/ Hut, learning goes much farther than

that - it goes deeper, hiFher, wider. Learking is
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being able to anoly what we have learned, and what

we have studied, to everyday situations. Shppenhaur

said, in ON THINKING FOR ONESELF;

Scholars are those who have read in books;
but thinktrs, geniuses, enliFhteners cf the
world, and benafactors of the human race, are
those who have directly read in the book of the
world.%

How many of you have read in the book of the world?

Perhaps you are thinking, "How can I, I'm just a
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high 
school student?" The book of the 'world isn't

that hard to read. In fact, it's quite simple. Most

of the words are small and self-explanatory. Words

like: love, tolerance, understanding, individualism.

Lo those words souni lofty and abstract to you? Well,

they aren't. They can easily be applied to any person,

be he 7, 17, or 70. For its never to early nor is 
it

ever too late to learn to love your fellowman, to

learn to tolerate your enemy, to learn to understand
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those who are different from you, to learn to think

for yourself.

Perhaps I should apply these things to everyday

life. Do you love your fellowman even though your

skin is white and his is black or even though your

skin is back and his is white? Lb y u try to

understand the many dultures which have combined to

make what is known as the American culture or do

you call your fellow students, Niggers, Okies, Cholos?
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drb you make up your own mind or do you just do what

everyone else does? hb you love or co you hate? ARe

you tolerant or are you impatient? sio you smile or

do you frown? Have you learned to do these things?

Have I? Many of us will have to face the rHality tat

"No, we haven't learnew.# I'm not say'n; this to

make you unha—py on this graduation ni ht, but rather

to ask you to examine your coneience, to examine your

mind, to find out whether or not you've learned these

things. AX
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dfter tonite, ma y of us will be facing the world

as young adults who must work for a 	 "ow

will we face that world? Al we face it _ith a mind

stable in beliefs, and yet a mind till wi 'ling to

listen and learn?? I certainly hope so, for each

and everyone of us, regardless of what we intend to

become, be it laborer or lawyer, schoolteafher or

scientist, will at some time in our lives, be confronted

with problems and no one but ourself will ba able to

determine the outcome. Perhaps a quotation from the
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late Pres, of the US, J.F. Kennedy, will hekin

determining how we will face those problems, and

perhaps his words will also serve as a lamp to guide us

down the dark and treacherous oath of life. Pres. K said:

Courve takes many forms. I t can me :n the
willingness to risk career, reputation and friends
in steadfast adherence to principle and conviction.
At such a time each individual must look within
himself for the resources to pursue his on course.
but all the rest of us can contribute to the 9itality
of our democracy b refusing 	 join in unreasoning
attacks upon those w'th whom we disagree and by
respecting them for havin g the strength to wage
such a lonely struHgle.
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